
The river Galligants 
and the mountain of O 

Description of the route

his route runs through forest, river, and agricultural landscapes, allowing 
you to discover three different environments and enjoy the natural 
surroundings just a stone’s throw from the historic city centre of Girona.

Starting from the monastery of Sant Pere de Galligants, the route first 
goes along the Archaeological Walk until reaching Torre Gironella district. 
It continues past the fourteen shrines on Camí de les Creus (Way of the 
Crosses), and goes on to Calvari hermitage set in a landscape of olive 
groves. From the Calvari redoubt (in ruins), there is an impressive 
panoramic view of Sant Daniel valley, after which the route descends the 
mountain of O along a track through the woods until it reaches the river 
Galligants. From there, it leads back to the starting point through a 
peaceful, leafy riverside area known for its historical connotations and its 
many natural springs.
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Girona Natura 
Walks

The river 
Galligants 
and the 
mountain
of O  

1. MONASTERY OF SANT 
PERE DE GALLIGANTS
The route begins at the monastery of Sant 
Pere de Galligants, one of the most notewor-
thy examples of Catalan Romanesque 
architecture. The monastery was first 
documented in the year 988, and is outstan-
ding for its cloister, bell tower, and rose 
window. Inside, the permanent exhibition of 
archaeological findings from Girona city and 
major sites in Girona province allows visitors to 
travel back in history. 
The route starts by crossing the small footbrid-
ge spanning the river Galligants, accessed 
from the gardens behind the monastery. Go 
up the steps and continue along the Archaeo-
logical Walk until reaching Gironella tower.

2. GIRONELLA TOWER
Gironella tower is a mediaeval defence work 
in the city walls, which was partially 
destroyed in 1814 during the retreat of the 
French troops. It stands on the same site as 
a former tower dating from Roman times. 
Continue on up through Gironella district, 
until you reach Les Creus way (way of the 
crosses).

3. LES CREUS WAY
This pretty path surrounded by olive groves 
has fourteen shrines depicting the Stations 
of the Cross.
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5. CALVARI HERMITAGE
At the end of Les Creus way, the Calvari 
hermitage is a place of religious tradition 
located in a peaceful spot away from the 
hustle and bustle of the city.

4. WATER MINE
On Camí de Les Creus way, there is a 
16th-century “water mine”  consisting of a 
stone gallery and a tunnel dug into the rock, 
formerly used to bring water from Calvari hill 
to Gironella tower, and previously to Sant 
Domènec monastery and Lledoners square 
within the city walls. The course of the 
water mine can be seen by observing the 
stone walls, with stone chimneys acting as 
air vents.

Girona Natura Walks The river Galligants and the Mountain of O  

Galligants and O mountain (circular route)
Distance: 3,25 km 
Approximate time: 1h
Difficulty: Easy
Height difference: 340 m

More information about nature routes
around Girona
www.girona.cat/turisme 
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8.  LES SARDANES SQUARE
Before taking the path back towards the city 
centre, you can make a small detour to Les 
Sardanes square, located at the point where 
the river Galligants meets sant Miquel Stream. 
The square is surrounded by ash and alder 
trees, and conserves the remains of some old 
steps where cobla bands used to play, with an 
inscription on the base recalling the former 
name of the square: Plaza de la Constitución 
de 1869.

9. THE RIVER GALLIGANTS
Continue along the banks of the river 
Galligants, one of the four rivers of Girona city. 
The Galligants is made up of the confluence of 
El Polvorí, Can Llinàs, Sant Miquel and other 
streams from the Gavarres massif, and flows 
through Sant Daniel valley before emptying 
into the river Onyar. In 1843, it caused one of 
the city’s worst floods, badly affecting the 
districts of Sant Pere and La Barca.

10. MONASTERY OF SANT 
DANIEL 
The 11th-century monastery of Sant Daniel, 
founded by Countess Ermessenda, has 
housed Benedictine nuns for over one 
thousand years. The Romanesque church and 
cloister are the main architectural features of 
the building. The monastery conserves a major 
collection of books and scrolls dating from the 
11th century. 

11. EL BISBE BRIDGE AND 
FOUNTAIN 
Cross the river by El Bisbe bridge, the only 
remaining mediaeval bridge in Girona city. At 
the foot of the bridge is El Bisbe fountain, with 
water flowing from a metal spout emerging 
from the head of a fabulous beast carved in 
stone.
Continue along the path until you get back to 
the starting point.

6. THE MOUNTAIN OF O
The mountain of O (175m) is the site of the 
former Calvari redoubt, built in 1675 to 
defend Girona city from attack by the 
French troops. The building is listed as a 
site of historic, scenic and environmental 
interest. 
There is a beautiful panoramic view of Sant 
Daniel valley from this point.

7. THE CURCULLES
FOUNTAIN

Descending the mountain of O, you go past 
the Curculles (Sea Shells) fountain. The 
name comes from the shell decorations 
found on the doorframe and the inside 
walls.


